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Abstract: The widespread use of drones in various fields has initiated a discussion on their cost-
effectiveness and economic impact. This article analyzes in detail a methodological evaluation
framework for the levelized cost of drone services for law enforcement purposes. Based on the data
availability, we compared two vehicles: Phantom 4 Pro and Thunder-B. Moreover, we calculated their
levelized costs per surveillance time and trip distance. Our approach helps users calculate the real
costs of their vehicles’ services and produce equations for rapid estimations. We observed economies
of scale for time and distance and showed differentiations per aircraft capacity. Furthermore, using
the produced equations, we formulated a case study and compared the costs in a 4 km area constantly
monitored by the two types of drones to support the best vehicle selection. We found that the Phantom
4 Pro costs less than the Thunder-B drone, for example. Thus, we demonstrate how, by applying this
methodology beforehand, decision makers can select the most appropriate vehicle for their needs
based on cost. Cost research estimations will improve UAV use and will help policymakers include
UAV technology in crime prevention programs, especially when more data are available.

Keywords: cost-effectiveness; economics of drones; law enforcement; operating cost; unmanned
aerial vehicles

1. Introduction

Drones, also known as unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs), have received increasing
interest in recent years for applications in various fields [1,2]. Drones are categorized by
weight, flight range, purpose of flight, altitude capacity, etc. [3,4]. They have been employed
for several purposes, including forest monitoring [5,6], fire prevention [7], and deforestation
and illegal logging [8], while Balcerzak et al. [9] demonstrate that unmanned aerial vehicles
could be helpful for international firefighting and crisis management missions. In addition,
unmanned aerial vehicles are an effective solution in agriculture [10], as images taken from
high altitudes can be easily obtained and help farmers with crop growth monitoring [11,12],
irrigation management [13], and crop health [14,15]. Small drones have also been used
to monitor seagrass in coastal waters, which are sensitive to environmental changes [16].
Also, drones can be used for search and rescue [17], disaster management [18], geographic
mapping applications [19,20], geology applications [21], archeological site observations [22],
and weather predictions [23]. Finally, drones have been used for health purposes, including
protection against malaria [24] and during the COVID-19 pandemic [25].

Security forces have considered the advantages of using drones in line with the rapidly
growing market and have actively involved them in law enforcement. In Italy, security
forces have used drones for environmental monitoring [26], while in Africa they have been
used for locating illegal poachers [27]. Boakye [28] found that aerial patrols can help detect
crime and improve law enforcement effectiveness. Zhou et al. [29] also found that drones
can be used for ship monitoring in terms of regulation violations.
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The Police use drones for tracking missing people [30] and for traffic management as
a viable solution against expensive manned helicopter searches [31]. In Europe, Frontex
has used drones for border surveillance [32]. In the USA, drones are used for water rescues
and disaster response, traffic trash response, investigation of suspects, crime scene analysis,
surveillance and crowd monitoring [33]. In Poland, Police used drones to sample domestic
chimney exhaust gasses to prevent air pollution due to inappropriate fuels or burning
materials [34].

Furthermore, drones can be used to protect cybersecurity [35], so it is necessary to
initiate changes in legislation [36] due to citizens’ privacy. However, the benefits from their
use outweigh any ethical or security issues if well-regulated [37].

As the extensive use of drones tends to replace conventional modes of monitoring
and surveillance, it is essential to refer to their costs calculated by a standard methodology
for estimating economic reference values. This paper aims to introduce an evaluation
methodology and then compare the cost of using drones by law enforcement agencies. We
analyzed two types of drones used by law enforcement officers, as well as by the Greek
Police [38,39]. We finally presented a case study using the two drones and concluded which
was the best choice based on cost estimates.

2. Literature Review

Authorities in various countries have incorporated their drone use into their legal
systems, which may differ considerably [40]. Today, several applications can be identified
in different fields of economic activity, which merits a discussion on the cost-effective use
of drones. The literature is scarce, but some applications have been examined. For example,
Sudbury and Hutchinson [41] calculated the cost based on the flight duration and conclude
that Amazon’s drone delivery of their packages is economically feasible [41]. Applications
in health with the delivery of medical supplies are an essential need. Wright et al. [42] report
that depending on geography and cargo characteristics, drone delivery could be a viable
solution. Ochieng et al. [43] found that delivery with a motorcycle is more effective than
drone delivery. However, as the delivery distance increases, drone systems become more
effective than motorcycle delivery. Delivery with drones in hard-to-reach or inaccessible
areas, like dense forests, may not yet be cost-effective. Still, technological improvements
are expected to make this application cost-effective soon [44]. Sozzi et al. [45] compared the
costs of fauna photos for vegetation indices taken by UAVs, airplanes, and satellites; they
concluded that the cost depends on the analysis of the photos and the chosen platform.
Finally, they concluded that drones have higher costs but could be more efficient than
satellites or planes for taking high-resolution images in agriculture.

Yowtak et al. [46] calculated the delivery costs for grocery transport by comparing
three different types of delivery (drones, engine vehicles, and battery vehicles). They
concluded that each type of delivery has advantages and disadvantages. The economic cost
comparison of the three types of delivery method found that UAVs still need to be more
efficient. Christensen [47] employed a Monte Carlo simulation to estimate the cost and
benefits of different scenarios of drone involvement in fire management. He concluded that
there is a potential cost effectiveness of drone involvement in fire management compared
to conventional control using helicopters. Zailani et al. [48] observed that using drones
has high potential in blood product transportation. They found that drone transportation
costs more than an ambulance, but they believe it is the best choice for developing nations.
Borghetti et al. [49] compared vans, bicycles, scooters, and UAVs for last-mile delivery;
they reported that UAVs could be the best choice for last-mile delivery if the package is
small and light. However, UAVs experience some limitations, mainly derived from the
restrictions posed by regulations. Finally, White et al. [50] estimated the cost and benefits
of coastal surveying, comparing three alternatives: UAVs, manned aircraft, and walkovers.
They concluded that the drone surveys were the most expensive method but faster than
the other two, while walkover had the highest personnel cost.
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Valerdi [51] provided cost metrics and a model based on weight and purchasing price
for UAVs, developing a parametric cost model that relies on weight and endurance with
the cost reference being pound/hour per thousand dollars. The authors of this study report
limitations such as a lack of data availability. Malone et al. [52] estimated the ownership
cost for UAV systems, including fixed and variable costs based, among other factors, on
endurance, speed, altitude, payload, software design, and training of operators.

Banazadeh and Jafari [53] developed a framework to estimate the costs of aerospace
systems. Then, they described a method as a case study scenario for estimating the cost of
unmanned aerial vehicles. They used three indexes: “(1) acquisition cost; (2) acquisition
cost divided by maximum takeoff weight; and (3) acquisition cost divided by empty weight”
and concluded that this technique is better compared to others.

The above examples show that the literature on drone costs is scarce and not uniformly
reported, as the technology is relatively new and expanding in scope. We see that drone
technology is improving, which can reduce flight time costs. It is, therefore, essential to
monitor parameters affecting costs related to UAV technology to give users an economic
dimension for using this technology.

3. Materials and Methods

This section presents the methodological approach we followed for estimating the
cost of drone use for monitoring and surveillance purposes. Due to data availability
limitations, we selected two vehicles with access to some primary cost data. The first
is the DJI Phantom 4 Pro, a slightly rotating wind semi-professional vehicle, while the
second is the Thunder-B, a fixed-wing professional vehicle. These two types were selected
because law enforcement in Greece has used them, so our estimations apply to real case
applications and can benefit users. Apart from the manual reference data, we benefited from
any information from personal contacts and press releases, but obtaining cost data from
manufacturers was challenging. When necessary, we made assumptions and discussed
them as follows: First, our cost analysis considered ideal weather conditions and did not
include potential accidents or wearing equipment for longer assumed flights. Ideally, cost
calculations will consider, among other factors, takeoff time, landing time, overlap time,
hovering time, wind, precipitation, and other weather-related delays. Our analyses were
based on hovering time, as the other times mentioned consist of a very small portion of
a flight trip. Finally, we presented a case study in the Xanthi region. We selected a 4 km
distance starting from the old town of Xanthi, crossing the Kosinthos River, a peri-urban
grove of trees, and ending in the nearby village of Kimmeria. The peri-urban grove of trees
and river constitute a small sample of flora and fauna. The surveillance time was assumed
to last 2 hours (h) per day. The surveillance aimed to identify potential perpetrators
of littering, setting fire to the grove, and polluting the Kosinthos water body via illegal
discharges or waste dumping.

3.1. Vehicle Description and Characteristics

Phantom 4 Pro weighs 1375 gr using a 6000 mAh LiPo battery for operation and
propellers for flight with 350 mm diagonal size. The battery flight capacity is about 30 min
with 1.5 h of charging time. Its maximum flight time is 30 min, and its maximum wind
speed resistance is 10 m/s, without rain. It has a maximum ascent speed of 5 m/s and a
maximum descent speed of 4 m/s.

The purchase cost is EUR 1699. A battery replacement costs EUR 189, and a thermal
camera costs about EUR 2149. The charger costs EUR 99, and the standard annual service
from the mother company is EUR 169 excluding the cost of damaged spare parts [54],
while the software is provided for free by the company. The lifetime of batteries varies
from 300 to 500 cycles [55]. We will consider 400 charges as an average battery life in our
estimations. Thunder-B is a “small tactical unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) developed by
Israeli company BlueBird Aero Systems,” which is also used by the Greek police. It weighs
32 kilograms (kg), and its flight range is 150 kilometers (km). The maximum flight altitude
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is 16,000 feet (ft) (4870 m), while it can remain in the air for 24 h with one fuel tank or 12 h
depending on the payload, speed, and weather conditions. It has a tank of 12 liters (L), and
its maximum flight speed is 32–72 knots (kt) (16–37 m/s or 60–137 km/h). Also, it can fly
with an airspeed of up to 45 knots (kt) and in rain of up to 10 millimeters/hour (mm/h).
The Thunder-B requires a mobile system involving hardware and sensors at different costs,
depending on extras, from USD 100,000 to USD 200,000. Based on press releases, the cost of
purchasing a Thunder-B system (drone, software, and hardware) is EUR 200,000. However,
obtaining written cost data has not been possible, despite our efforts, for this vehicle. There
should be one annual service as reported by the manufacturer.

The Phantom 4 Pro can be operated by one operator, while the Thunder-B needs two
operators. The operator’s cost is calculated according to the average salary of police officers
with 10 to 15 years in service, estimated at EUR 20,820 per year [56]. Table 1 summarizes
the essential characteristics of the two studied vehicles.

Table 1. Characteristics of Phantom 4 Pro and Thunder-B drones.

UAV Characteristics Phantom 4 Pro Thunder-B

Wingspan 350 mm 4 m
Weight 1.375 kg 32 kg

Maximum speed S-mode: 45 mph (72 kph)
P-mode: 31 mph (50 kph)

137 kph
Cruise speed 80 kph

Flight range 5 km 150 km

Endurance 30 min up to 24 h/12 h with cargo
capsules/vtol

Operating altitude 1820 m/6000 ft
Maximum altitude 19,685 ft/6000 m 4870 m/16,000 ft
Temperature range 0–40 ◦C
Covert operation Aprox. 500 m

Cost EUR 1699 EUR 100,000–200,000
Fuel source - 12 lt

Payload up to 4 kg
Wind speed resistance 10 m/s

Airspeed 10 m/s 60–137 kmh/32–72 knots
Battery 6000 mAh LiPo -

Severe weather operation Without rain and in winds of
up to 10 m/s

In winds of up to 45 knots and
rain of up to 10 mm/h

3.2. Cost Calculation Methodology

In this section, we detail how to estimate the cost of flight time of the two vehicles,
based on the unit cost. These costs will be calculated based on the Total Annual Economic
Cost (TAEC) formula:

TAEC = (Cc × CRF) + Ca (1)

The Capital Recovery Factor (CRF) is given by:

CRF =
r(1 + r)t

(1 + r)t − 1
(2)

where Cc is the capital/purchasing cost
Ca is the annual operation and maintenance cost
t are the years of operation and
r the opportunity cost of capital (OCC).

By calculating the annual equivalent cost, we can refer to a unit for levelized incurred
costs; that is, per kilometer or hour. Also, we considered the lifetime of a thermal camera
and a charger to be 5 years, alongside the lifetime of batteries of 400 charge cycles. Each
battery-charging kilowatt hour (kWh) cost is calculated according to the Greek electricity
market based on March 2021 [57]. The price of fuels is EUR 1.575 based on prices in March
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2021 when we ran the analysis. We consider that the speed of the drones is about the
average speed reported in their manuals. Also, this study assumes that for Thunder-B,
the service cost is 2.5% of the purchase cost, as no data were provided. Furthermore, we
considered the number of operators that are necessary for surveillance flights. The law
enforcement officer’s wage was considered to be the same for the two drones regardless of
the level of operating risk or the characteristics of each drone. Finally, the basic software
cost was not calculated separately because the software for the Phantom 4 Pro is free (open),
and that for the Thunder-B drone is included in the purchase cost. Thus, any software or
future development cost cannot be separated from the purchase or maintenance costs we
have considered.

3.3. Unit Cost Calculation

In this section, we describe the basic cost elements and any assumptions considered to
compare the cost of flight time of the two vehicles based on the unit cost. These costs were
calculated based on the TAEC provided by Formulas 1 and 2. We considered the lifetime
of the drones to be 5 and 10 years for the Phantom 4 Pro and Thunder-B, respectively,
with an OCC of 5%. We also considered the Phantom 4 Pro and Thunder-B drones’ 5 km
of surveillance for different flight times. This study assumes that the service cost for the
Thunder-B drone is 2.5% of the purchase cost. We assume this drone can fly with one full
tank for 16 h (out of the 24 h reference value). Thus, this drone needs 0.75 L of fuel per
hour. The price of fuel is EUR 1.575. For the Phantom 4 Pro, one operator is necessary for
half an hour of surveillance. Therefore, two operators with two vehicles are needed for
surveillance flights from 1 to 8 h. The second operator will fly the second drone as soon as
the first lands to change the battery, so the surveillance is uninterrupted, and vice versa.
For a 10 to 16 h period, we need four operators and two vehicles, due to the second shift
involved. On the other hand, a Thunder-B drone needs two operators for surveillance
periods between 0.5 and 8 h and four operators (a second shift) for 8 to 16 h periods.

4. Results

This section presents analytical cost estimations for a specific 4 h trip, flight costs for
different distance levels, and flight cost per hour. With this case scenario, we assume that
the aggregated annual surveillance period is 1460 h if a 4h flight for each day of the year
is necessary. We then calculated the cost per kilometer of flight, considering the vehicle’s
travel distance capacity per time. This is an analytical approach intended for budgeting law
enforcement applications. Finally, we provide a case study example based on our findings.

4.1. Cost Estimations for 4 h Flight

Considering a typical flight surveillance period of 4 h, the flight cost, with the best
possible details for each of the two drone types selected, was calculated. The different needs
of the necessary units for achieving the planned time flights are presented in Appendix A.
The required number of units for the 4-h case, we selected to present, are shown in Table 2.

4.1.1. Cost Estimations for Phantom 4 Pro

The purchase cost for two Phantom 4 Pro drones is EUR 3398 with an estimated
economic life of 5 years. The necessary cost for equipping the vehicles with two thermal
cameras is EUR 4298. The cost of the batteries is EUR 1512. We need eight batteries for
4 h flight surveillance per year. After this load, they will be worn out and will have to be
replaced. The cost of three chargers is EUR 297. As discussed in Sections 3.2 and 3.3, all
this equipment is necessary for 4 h uninterrupted operation. The equivalent operation and
maintenance (O&M) costs of this equipment are EUR 338 for service, EUR 39.42 for energy,
and EUR 41,640 for the two operators. Table 3 shows the calculations of annuitized capital
and annual O&M costs, which result in a TAEC of EUR 45,451.20.
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Table 2. Individual number (no) of units considered for the uninterrupted 4 h surveillance period,
per vehicle.

Units Phantom 4 Pro Thunder-B

Drones (no)
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Table 3. Total annual cost estimations for Phantom 4 Pro.

Costs Units Cost per Unit
(EUR)

Cost
(EUR)

t
(yr) CRF Annual Cost

(EUR)

Vehicle 2 1699 3398 5 0.231 784.85
Thermal camera 2 2149 4298 5 0.231 992.73
Battery 8 189 1512 1 1.050 1587.60
Charger 3 99 297 5 0.231 68.60
Sum of capital 3433.78

Basic service 338
Energy 39.42
Operator 41,640
Sum of O&M 42,017.42

TAEC 45,451.20

The DJI Phantom 4 Pro has a flight range of 5 km. So, the total covered kilometers are
7300 km [surveillance (1460 h), ∗ range of flight (5 km)]. Therefore, to calculate the total
cost per hour, we divided the total cost by the total operating hours. The above calculation
gives 45,451.20/1460 = EUR 31.13/h.

4.1.2. Cost Estimation for Thunder-B

We consider the Thunder-B drone system to have a purchase cost of EUR 200,000, with
camera and software costs embedded. Based on our research methodology, we calculated
the CRF and TAEC the same way as with the Phantom 4 Pro. The Thunder-B drone’s
lifetime is estimated to be ten years, with two operators needed per flight. The annual
service cost is estimated to be EUR 5000. The total annual cost was calculated to be EUR
25,900.91. We consider that a fuel tank is sufficient for a 16 h flight. This type of drone
needs 0.75 L of fuel per hour. So, the annual fuel cost is EUR 1724.63 for 4 h flights. The
cost for the four operators is the same as for the operators of the Phantom 4 Pro, equaling
EUR 41,640. The annual cost is EUR 74,265.54 (Table 4).
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Table 4. Total annual cost estimations for Thunder-B.

Costs Units Cost per Unit
(EUR)

Cost
(EUR)

t
(yr) CRF Annual Cost

(EUR)

Vehicle 1 200,000 200,000 10 0.1295 25,900.91
SUM 25,900.91

O&M
Basic service 5000
Fuels 1724.63
Operator 41,640
SUM 48,364.63

TAEC 74,265.54

The cost per hour and km are given if we divide the total annual cost by the total
covered km and the total functional hours. With this case scenario, we concluded that
the total monthly monitoring hours are 1460. The Thunder-B drone has a range of 50 km
flights. So, the total covered kilometers are 73,000 km [surveillance (1460 h), ∗ range of
flight (50 km)]. To calculate the total cost for the user per hour, we divide the total cost
by operating hours to calculate the unit cost per hour. This gives 74,265.54/1460 = EUR
50.87/h.

4.2. Cost Estimations per Flight Duration

Based on the analytical estimations of the previous section, we proceeded with further
calculations per flight duration from 0.5 to 16 h of surveillance per day for the Thunder-B
drone (Figure 1a) and from 0.5 to 8 h of surveillance per day for the Phantom 4 Pro drone
(Figure 1b). Therefore, the total annual flight times equaled 182.5, 2920, and 5840 annual
hours for 0.5, 8, and 16 surveillance hours per day, respectively. Economies of scale are
shown graphically and from the estimated equations of Cost = a·xb, where x is flight
time or distance covered. The “b” coefficient was estimated with a negative sign for both
equations due to the aforementioned economies of scale. All calculations followed the
fitted equations except for the 0.5 h surveillance period with the Phantom 4 Pro drone,
as observed in Figure 1. We believe that a 0.5 h flight is a short period compared to the
analysis we performed, and it is calculated separately; thus, it does not contribute to the
regression of Figure 1. If we take, for example, the cost of surveillance for a 1 h trip, we see
that the cost drops from about EUR 200/h to about EUR 100/h if the trip lasts 2 h for the
Thunder-B.

Similarly, the cost of surveillance for a one-hour trip and two two-hour trips is about
EUR 122 and EUR 62, respectively, for the Phantom 4 Pro drone. However, it is evident that
the Phantom 4 Pro costs less than the Thunder-B for all calculated times. Figure 1 shows an
excellent rapid cost estimation for different surveillance trips.

In Figure 2, we calculated the cost of surveillance per km based on the drones’ typical
average speeds. We calculated the cost per km for the Thunder-B drone when the trip lasts
50 km (Figure 2a). On the other hand, we calculated the cost per km for the Phantom 4 Pro
drone when the trip lasts 5 km (Figure 2b). All points fit the equations Cost = a·xb, with
similar evidence of economies of scale. In this case, the cost per kilometer for the Phantom
4 Pro drone is higher than that for the Thunder-B drone at all points. For example, 4 h of
surveillance will cost EUR 1.02 per kilometer for a Thunder-B drone, while a Phantom 4
Pro drone will cost EUR 6.23 per kilometer. Although the two vehicles may be used for
different applications, we present these values as an example of comparison and how this
methodology can help estimate service costs.
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4.3. Case Study

In our case study of surveillance by the enforcement authorities, we selected a small
area in Xanthi, city, located in Greece. We used the two drones analyzed in the previous
section. The 4 km surveillance area is shown in Figure 3, as an abstract from google maps.
The line shows the distance, starting from the old town of Xanthi, crossing the Kosinthos
River, a peri-urban grove of trees, and ending in the village of Kimmeria. The peri-urban
grove of trees and river constitute a small sample of flora and fauna of the region.
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The surveillance time lasted for 2 h per day of scoping to ensure compliance with
environmental legislation in this area. The surveillance aimed to provide identification of
perpetrators of littering, setting fire to the grove, and polluting the Kosinthos water body.

In this case study, the distance was short, and we needed two Phantom 4 Pro drones
with four batteries for two hours of uninterrupted surveillance. One battery lasts 30 min
and needs charging for 1.5 h. The maximum speed of the Phantom 4 Pro is 50 km/h. If we
fly the Phantom 4 Pro with an average speed of 25 km/h, it will cover the distance of 4 km
in 9.6 min. So, the Phantom 4 Pro drone surveillance will be able to cover the distance two
and a half times with one battery charge. The journey is short and the surveillance will be
almost continuous. Therefore, for two hours of surveillance in this area, four Phantom 4
Pro batteries per day, two vehicles, two operators, two thermal cameras, and three chargers
are necessary to retain the flying capacity. The summary of employing the Phantom 4
Pro drone for this case study is presented in Figure 4. We also state the limitations of our
assumptions; that is, that there will be surveillance from a specified height, no significant
winds or precipitations, and no other risks (i.e., operating risk), which would inevitably
affect costs.

On the other hand, we needed one Thunder-B drone for two hours of surveillance.
Also, a 1.5 L tank and two operators are necessary. The maximum speed of the Thunder-B
drone is 137 km/h. In this case, the drone can fly at a recommended cruise speed of
80 km/h (note that 66 km/h speed is the minimum possible cruise speed). Under these
circumstances, it will cover a distance of 4 km in 3.6 min. So, using the Thunder-B drone
for will cover the distance faster than the Phantom 4 Pro, but the time period is also short,
so the surveillance is continuous. The summary of employing the Thunder-B drone for this
case study is presented in Figure 5.

Using the functions from Section 3.2, we assume the costs for one-year surveillance.
In this case, the cost of the Phantom 4 Pro per hour is EUR 61.17 and per kilometer is EUR
15.29, while the cost of the Thunder-B drone per hour is EUR 100.55 and per kilometer is
EUR 25.14.

This approach has some limitations. The flight will occur at the same altitude, assum-
ing no operating or personal risk. We accepted that flights would occur in clear weather
without rain and wind. The software cost was not calculated separately as discussed, and
we assumed no critical accidents would occur.
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As noticed, the cost of the two drones is quite different. The cost of the Phantom 4
Pro is lower than that of the Thunder-B, while surveillance is continuous for both vehicles.
We are thus able to select the first drone because it has a lower cost (Figure 6). The cost
is reasonable compared to traditional methods of monitoring; for instance, with patrol
cars. Furthermore, when observation is continuous, violation of the law can be minimized,
and law enforcement officers using drones are more efficient. On the other hand, law
enforcement officers can save time and operate in a safer working environment, and
perpetrator identification is faster. Finally, in the case of a drone accident, the damage is
limited to equipment and not to human lives.
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5. Discussion

In this work, we compared and levelized costs for two drones, the Phantom 4 Pro
and Thunder-B, used for surveillance. The calculated cost for these drones concerns their
use and not the total ownership. Valerdi [51] proposed that cost depends on weight and
endurance calculated on pound/hour per thousand dollars. On the other hand, Malone
et al. [52] described an estimation of total ownership cost for UAV systems. In this work,
we calculated the unit cost of drones to be able to compare them.

We analyzed the operating cost for each drone’s different time durations and distances.
We observed that if the surveillance hours increased, the operating cost for these drones
decreased due to economies of scale. The cost per kilometer constantly decreased if the km
covered increased. On the other hand, we saw that the operating cost of the Phantom 4 Pro
drone was lower than that of the Thunder-B drone. As shown in Figure 1, the cost of one or
two hours of surveillance for a Phantom 4 Pro drone is lower than that for a Thunder-B
drone. For Phantom 4 Pro, we conducted our analysis used batteries that last for half an
hour and then should be replaced once the drone has landed.

Furthermore, there are additional restrictions on adverse weather conditions. The
Phantom 4 Pro cannot fly in rain, snow, or wind. In contrast, Thunder-B drones can
operate in rainy and windy conditions. Combining the covered distance with a fuel tank
leads us to conclude that this drone covers more are than the smaller Phantom 4 Pro
drone. As revealed from the cost analysis, the Thunder-B drone is cost-effective for large
uninterrupted missions for up to 16 h of surveillance.

As revealed from the case study, for 2 h of constant surveillance in an area of 4 km
distance with the examined drones, the cost with Phantom 4 Pro was EUR 61.17/h or EUR
15.29/km, while with the Thunder-B drone, the equivalent costs were EUR 100.55/h and
EUR 25.14/km, respectively. The analysis we performed for this case study also has some
limitations. We considered the same altitude, average speed, no operating risks or accidents,
and ideal environmental conditions. The average speed of these drones differs based on
the reference range. The cost is lower for the Phantom 4 Pro than for the Thunder-B, so we
selected the first one based only on cost figures (Figure 6).

Employing drones for surveillance can add an extra cost for law enforcement agencies.
Still, this case study shows that the cost is reasonable and can be more efficient than con-
ventional methods. We assumed continuous surveillance without operational accidents
or risks. On the other hand, law enforcement officers can save time via faster and more
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efficient drone monitoring in place of conventional patrolling. Real-time data collection
is a significant aid for law enforcement officers in many sections, such as perpetrator
identification, recognition of missing people, environmental monitoring in real time, avia-
tion environmental violations, prevention of air pollution, or water rescues and disaster
response. Drones are increasingly applied in various fields for law enforcement officers. So,
their working efficiency is high in terms of safety and surveillance. The working environ-
ment is also safer because drone use decreases potential personnel risks. For example, if a
drone crashes, the cost is lower than that of a human-crewed helicopter, where the pilot’s
life is the highest protected good in all societies. UAV technology helps to fight crime in a
cost-effective manner. Law enforcement policymakers should include aerial surveillance
in crime prevention programs. Indeed, there are also issues about the use of drones [40],
especially concerns about the violation of human rights, which will not be analyzed here
but only mentioned as there is an ongoing debate.

Data availability is a limitation of this work. We also recognize some further limitations
on assumptions made on operating cost, altitude, average speed, environmental conditions,
personal risk, and environmental impact, as the operating costs depend on these factors.
Significantly, the cost will increase if the altitude of the drone flight is higher than calculated
because the drone will need more energy. In the same way, if the speed is increased or
the wind is strong, the drone requires more power for the same flight. Also, accidents
will increase costs because if drones crash or land accidentally, further repair work and
spare parts are necessary. Additionally, the cost will be increased if the environment is
challenging (e.g., complex landscapes, rivers, or topography).

Moreover, the Phantom 4 Pro battery lifetime is considered to be 400 cycles. The basic
software cost was not calculated separately because the software for Phantom 4 Pro is free
(open) and the software for the Thunder-B drone is included in the purchase cost. Thus, any
software or future development cost cannot be separated from the purchase or maintenance
costs we have considered. Furthermore, there are no available real data for costs related to
cyber security, navigation, software, and the impact of accidents; we excluded it to ensure
our calculations were clear and feasible. Additionally, a law enforcement officer’s wage
was considered the same for the two drones regardless of the level of operating risk or
the characteristics of each drone, which is the case in the region of our case study. Note
that by this, we do not mean to oversimplify our approach, but to provide a practical and
integrated way to obtain reasonable cost estimations and comparisons. Nevertheless, any
assumptions are based on the available data and experience since no previous studies
have analyzed the cost of using drones. Most researchers analyze the unit cost from the
perspective of construction and ownership purchase rather than from their use. Cost values
based on the data provided by the companies should be further validated with statistical
and empirical findings following the extended use of the studied models. Also, the fast
improvement of UAV technology itself may render the concluded costs outdated soon.
Nevertheless, valid economic conclusions can be drawn by applying the same principles in
this work.

6. Conclusions

The use of drones by law enforcement has been increasing in recent years. Some
law enforcement applications need to be constantly observed, while others are partial.
Economic analysis is essential for all purposes, as well as for security forces to be able to
budget surveillance duties in advance. We describe a methodology that can be used for
calculating levelized costs per flight time or distance covered and produce equations for
further calculations. These equations show economies of scale in flight time and vehicle
size. Economic data are necessary to integrate UAV technology into operational activities
for entrepreneurial and security protection. Our case study shows that drones can be
cost-effective for law enforcement monitoring. As an example, we showed how to estimate
the monitoring cost. Last but not least, policymakers could include UAV technology in
crime prevention programs.
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To our knowledge, this study is the first economic analysis of drone use employing
real data on a life-cycle cost basis. Suggestions for future works include keeping detailed
records of all fixed and variable costs to produce more informative equations for more
vehicles. Also, flight records under different weather conditions can add more precision
to the estimations. Another suggestion that will pay off is training users and creating a
repository of cost data from different vehicles. Finally, further research should involve the
comparison of these findings with other conventional means of surveillance.

Author Contributions: N.T. conceived the idea; N.T. collected and decoded the data; N.T. and K.P.T.
performed the analysis; N.T., L.E., and K.P.T. wrote the paper. All authors have read and agreed to
the published version of the manuscript.

Funding: This research received no external funding.

Data Availability Statement: Available upon request.

Conflicts of Interest: The authors declare no conflict of interest.

Appendix A

This appendix provides the necessary unit components for uninterrupted surveillance
time flights of 0.5–16 h duration for the Phantom 4 Pro (Table A1) and Thunder-B (Table A2).

Table A1. Necessary units for a continuous flight for Phantom 4 Pro.
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